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It seems this presentation is long overdue and that once again... I have waited for a time, with 
patience. The last time I spoke before you I presented my 1st EA paper entitled, “Fair and 

Enticing Words”.  I was quite nervous at the time and find myself no less so, tonight. However, 
the difference tonight is that in the seats before me now, are Brothers known to me by name, 
by time spent, and by shared experiences.

During this presentation I am going to take you through a personal journey of awareness, 
along a crooked path shaded only by degree or capacity; a path that led to the final draft of my 
2nd EA paper “Hanged Man Trinity”. 

My Brothers, tonight you will experience how holding to an awareness of measure and worth 
will allow you to understand, in a more personal way; the Trinity couched in terms of the 
perfect points of entrance.

There were many a detour preceding this paper and it is my intention to give freely now, as 
gave to, all along that crooked path that started with an accepted knock upon thy door.  Make 
no mistake, the path was crooked for all that gave advice and guidance as well, for it seems I 
prefer the compass to the path. The first crook in this path was to happen during one of my 
first mentor meetings with Master Ron. 

We were going over the first few stanza’s of the catechism and came to the perfect points - The 
guttural, pectoral, manual and pedal. Illustrated by the four cardinal virtues. Temperance, 
Fortitude, Prudence and Justice. Master Ron was curious as to what I thought the perfect 
points of entrance might be referring to. I had never seen the phrase before but intuitively felt 
that, the phrase was referring to creation from the spiritual to the physical plane by way of the 
vocal cords.

My explanation took him through my theory of the spiritual nature of man’s thought, and the 
emotive creative force which brings forth reasoned creation into our vibratory plane. In-
trigued, Master Ron assigned me the perfect points of entrance for my 2nd EA paper. While 
I believe my first attempt at the 2nd EA paper, entitled, “A Most Pregnant Pause”, was closer 
to this theory,  it was rejected in whole by Most Worshipful Brother Rex who wished to see 
something more referenced, more familiar;  as in those text’s that come well recommended. 

I warn you now with “Diligent And Fair Intent”, to the shadows of the crooked path. All to my 
measure and worth. It is that crooked path which lands me here, my Brothers. Standing before 
you this evening, a man of two minds. 



One of me wishes to take the easy path and read aloud my 2nd EA paper. The other, my 
true self - wants only to be of worth. So it is, that tonight I will not cheat you by reading 

a paper that will tomorrow, be forgotten, for want of a familiar start. 

No, my Brother’s, tonight you will live that which is contained in said paper, and be haunted 
by it, all to your measure and worth.   

Haunted... not so much by what it contains... but by that which I ask of you tonight, in 
confidence. The confidence of a tyled lodge, a secret lodge.  A confidence between harmoni-
ous Brothers. This is a confidence in which you are obligated to keep to me by virtue of my 
asking it.  Look now, one to the other. To your Brothers at arms. Know ye their names.., as I 
desireth, that you keep tonight’s presentation and said paper onto yourselves and no others. 

At some point, if you have not already - you will protest this confidence, reason a way out of 
keeping it, or forget yourself in mixed company. All to your measure and worth Brothers, all 
to your measure and worth.

This 2nd EA paper, it’s final form, is a credit to those that gifted me with their time, experi-
ence and philosophies on writing. By their mentoring efforts - I came to understand in a 
moment, the Apron lecture phrase, “with light added to the coming light”.  This moment, 
the moment I understood without exterior explanation, is at the heart of my 2nd EA paper. 

There were many inspired moments that placed me here tonight, unconventional and with-
out a familiar start, asking for your confidence.  It is with the telling of these moments that 
light by degree, the shadows of crooked path. A path that will allow you to experience the 
paper. Again.., all to your measure and worth.

I fear that I will tread slightly on my mentors, with light added to the coming light, I take 
their leave and give, as gave to, with abandon.

And now I begin, but not at the beginning of the paper, but at the beginning of a higher 
thought, an inspiration if you will; which I can lay directly at the feet of Most Worshipful 
sitting at his kitchen table, reviewing my 2nd EA paper “Hanged Man Trinity”.  He.., not un-
like others, did not like my beginning paragraphs and gave suggestions as to the why’s and 
wherefore’s of a proper hook and simple lead. To illustrate, he gave an example of a hook he 
once used in which he called the audience, “Thieves”, at the start. 

Night after night of turning over this thought of the simple lead, the word Thieves, and pri-
or, achhh’m similar feedback supporting the cutting out my first five paragraphs. A definite 
unease set over me. As I’ve said, by the compass I do pass, rest and hold to the light beneath 
the shadows. To give up the start? ahhh... The start I felt defined my writing style with warn-
ings to diligent and fair intent. The five paragraphs that set the tone... And then as I lay still, 
resting...   it happened again:  As if by Magic... 

Imagine if you will....



Straight out of the Pirates of the Caribbean, the Black Pearl is stolen from the dock. 
Capt’n Jack Sparrow and his first mate watch the ship slip away on the horizon to their 

dismay. They look to each other. Suddenly,  Capt’n Jack remembers himself, slips the 
twinkle back into his eye’s and says... “Take what you can” - the first mate’y follows Jack’s 
lead, tosses off the scowl for a smile and says... “Give nothing back”.

Take what you can
 Give nothing back...   the pirates code.  The code of Thieves. 

My Brothers, these very words will be spoken again and again tonight and somewhere in 
the telling they will change in meaning, become ontological as it were.

“Ontological! You can’t use a word like that without a lead, without a definition up front!” 
I can see Most Worshipful gripping his chair tight, as if we hadn’t been through this al-
ready. But trust me on this, you’ll have a full understanding shortly if you haven’t got the 
gist already.

During this kitchen table review, the idea of a simple lead and my use of the word Onto-
logical to early in the paper was the start of a long conversation with Brother Rex. A con-
versation that dug into the whole concept of what knowledge is. How it may be attained, 
and how utterly open one must be to the possibility of being so wrong as to be absurd to 
the truth. 

It finally dawned on me that absurdity is relative to conceptual discipline, and may very 
well be the reason that I never really received any feedback on concepts or ideas put forth 
in my writings. I mean really? Quantum Entanglement, Double Tetrahedron’s, Trinity, 
Space Vacuum, Transmutation and the Holy Ghost, all cast in terms of the perfect points 
of entrance!  What’s a guy gotta do to raise an eyebrow around here?



Diligent And Fair Intent

Cherry picked, a structure born

Ruffled a bit, as not to bore

Of warning and notice, at least twice sent

For lazy eyes, to diligent and fair intent

Content absent context, begs descent

A poor man's death, is conception sent

All about a, fanciful farce

For want, of a familiar start

Wake I say, to a studied line

Settle not, for yesterday's wine

See thy wit, intoxed betwix

Scented all, tilted and stitched

 
Robert Gordon Kille



Let’s forge on with Most Worshipful’s kitchen table review of my 2nd attempt (Hanged 
Man Trinity), at an EA paper for Adobe Lodge XLI.

Third paragraph, second line; the use of the word, acumen, brought out the conversation 
again of simpler word use at the papers start. And then as if greatly needed, a foray into 
the Oxford English Etymology for word roots to underscore the point. It was only now, 
after two hours of grammatical errors and explanations of each, that we finally arrive... to 
paragraph six. 

This is where I’d start the paper say’s Brother Rex. I gave a bit of resistance saying that I 
hated to waste the effort of the first five paragraphs. To which I got the question. How 
much time have you spent on the paper so far? 

I was embarrassed by the real number, 
writing being a difficult task for me. 
I gave him a low ball number of 80 
hours, a number low by at least half. 
Oh, that’s way to much time for some-
thing like this he replies. Let me get this 
straight; that’s eight hours a day for five 
days a week, for two weeks? He’s just 
checking my math, and as I answer yes; 
I’m thinking of my proposed intro-
duction and all of the ontological self 
referenced writings, the mentor ses-
sions with Master Ron, Brother Sean, 
Brother Jean Claude, Brother John. I’m 
thinking of all the word wrangling that 
make up the voice, the structure and 
the finish of worth. And of course, all 
the late nights lying awake...  thinking 
over what was said by one and all, that 
led up to this kitchen table review...

In my last presentation before you, I recited a poem of my own making; to purchase with-
out metal or coin, a place in your thoughts so as perhaps, you might weigh my words upon 
a bond, made between men, on the level.
 
I wish to do so again tonight by reading to you aloud another self referenced poem, Dili-
gent And Fair Intent. I wrote this poem after a truly wonderful meeting I had with Brother 
Jean Claude over lunch; in which he echoed others opinions that my writing lacked 
structure, appeared to just flow as if I put my pen to paper and streamed out prose, much 
to hard to read. We were at the time, discussing my first attempt at the 2nd EA paper, “A 
Most Pregnant Pause”.



And now, I take you to another inspired moment plying the shade of the crooked path. 
A moment in which the subject of worth resolved itself for me... the moment I knew 

better than to cheat you with a paper handed out at lodge; one that would be cast aside as if 
the reading sufficed to give... it’s whole. It was then my Brothers that I knew it was to be; that 
you lived the paper. That you were to experience the ontological, to self-observe secrecy in 
action, and have revealed unto you.., an inner rectitude in action, the need of reverence in 
our ritual. 

Turn over and over this next line until satisfied. Then mark the place it sticks in your mind.

A rectitude of conduct, to nobler deeds, higher thoughts and greater achieve-
ments.

I caution you, constructors in masonry.... do not ignore your experiences, construct and be 
true to your inner compass and mark your smiles...  that lighten the shade. 
 
I tease you now, with the first five paragraphs of my 2nd EA paper... So valiantly fought for...  
all to my measure and worth Brothers, all to my measure and worth.

Cutting to the chase, as all good introductions aspire. A short Entered Apprentice paper on 
emotional intelligence, self observation and the perfect points of entrance; with regards to 
man’s true nature and place in the universe.

For those that cannot get past a long sentence without a verb or mis-spelling, I beg you stop, 
as other more suited and/or familiar text, await your indulgences elsewhere. 

This short reading, or readings, if my ontological references are sought out, may require 
a patience, or acumen of sorts. The ability to wade in, knee deep with anticipation, even 
though the soles of your feet may turn white, without instant profit.

I write these words, and the remaining, not intending any undue karmic consequences to 
myself, or to those that do not, or can not, take their meaning to Heart. 

Dare now if you will, to sallie forth into these vaporous waters, with said given warnings 
to diligent and fair intent1. Into the great unease that has brought you this far, and forgive 
a poor author his grammatical and esoteric shortcomings in regards to the hanged man2 
plying the lines beneath. I give freely now, with all due intentions and directives set forth 
herewith, without care of criticism, for in a brothers midst3 am I.  

  Take what you can,
   Give nothing back...

This.., my best advice for the aspiring writer when recieving well intentioned critisism along 
the lines - as comes well recommended.



Now I have been using the word Ontological before defining it properly much to Brother 
Rex’s dismay I’m sure.  There was a planned introduction to be read before the paper 

in which I self-defined the word Ontological for my use therein. So as not to leave you 
confused for to long, I give a definition... that I will not defend tonight or any other night, as 
more honest pursuits await.

Anyone.., can say anything, and the meaning ascribed to the words or percep-
tions of such, is not bound by any one definition; and these definitions can and 
do often change, at every present moment, even for the speaker himself. 

Basically, it means everything you read or hear from any source, referenced or not, will most 
likely change in some future tense for all human beings, upon reflection yet again, of the 
same words.

In the words of Dr. Suess. “Things change and often do, for one as brainy, and footsy as you”

Could it be that...
 
 Take what you can
  Give nothing back...

Refers to an intellectual / emotional capability...  and that; give nothing back, has to do with 
a higher vibrational state. i.e. higher thoughts, greater achievements. A slightly less shaded 
state. A state that will allow for Quantum Entanglement through the Holy Ghost in which a 
transmutation and/or a spiritual increase may take place.

Could it be possible....

To view our lodge ritual in terms of self-observation? Could it be possible that the true seat 
of reverence in our ritual belongs with the one true constant through the three degree’s, the 
seat of the Tyler? 

The Tyler; The only real guard of the North Wall. The nothing and the all. The only seat in 
which the perfect points, if properly beheld through a “rectitude of conduct”, always;

 Takes what you can, 
  and gives nothing back...     An increase...



What is the first and constant care of every Mason? To see the Lodge properly tyled -- 
11th of the twenty five landmarks, Mackey. “The necessity that every lodge when 

congregated, shall be duly tyled”. Note the word “duly”... an expectation of degree, the de-
gree of which is spelled out in our ritual as, “By a Brother of this degree without the door 
armed with the proper implement of his office”.

His duty there, my Brother?    “To observe.....”

In the shadows of the crooked path, and by degree my Brothers. It was my hope and de-
sire to have left you either uneasy or steadfast, in your present condition. And I wish you 
well, wherever you find yourself.

I lay the paper “Hanged Man Trinity” to which this presentation alludes, at the feet of my 
Brothers in arms this night. This copy, is the only copy....  as none other exists for the lot 
of you. It is neither treasure nor trash, but a haunted testament. All to your measure and 
worth... All to your measure and worth.

If it be picked up and read by any one of you, be mindful of where it’s placed...   In that 
mindful place..,      

In that mindful place..,  I will have accomplished my worth this night.., 

To a nobler deed, a higher thought, and a greater achievement.




